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V
ABSTRACT

Until the present, generalized inverses of only 
linear operators have appeared, in the literature. The 
primary purpose of this thesis is to define and develop 
properties of a generalized inverse A* for each member A 
of a class of nonlinear operators. Each A is the restric
tion of a linear operator a to a translation zQ+D of a 
linear subset D of the domain X of <2. The operator G maps 
X into Y where X and Y are linear inner product spaces.

The domain of A* is taken as that subset of Y for . 
which a particular operator system is solvable. The value 
of A*, corresponding to each element of its domain, is 
equal to the unique solution of the operator system. A 
minimization property of A* is also discussed.



INTRODUCTION

A unique generalized inverse for an arbitrary m by n 

matrix was first introduced by E. H„ Moore in a presenta

tion entitled "On the reciprocal of the general algebraic 

matrix" at the fourteenth western meeting of the American 
Mathematical Society in April IgiSO.

Some thirty odd years later, Penrose [8] defined a 

generalized inverse for an arbitrary m by n matrix A as 

the unique solution X = A-*" of the matrix system:

(i) AXA = A

(ii) XAX = X

(iii) (AX)* = AX

(iv) (XA)* = XA

where * indicates conjugate transpose* He also proved a 

theorem which states: A necessary and sufficient condi

tion for the matrix equation AXB = C  to have a solution 

is that AA^CB+B = C shall hold. Then, the solutions are 

X = A^ CB+ + ( Y -  A*1" AYBBt ) where Y is an arbitrary matrix 

having the same number of rows and columns as X.

Penrose [9] used his generalized .inverse to find 

least square approximate solutions of inconsistent systems 

of linear equations. Much of Penrose's work has been 

carried, over to infinite dimensional matrices by Ben-
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Israel and Wersan [2].

Tseng [11] extended the concept of a generalized 

inverse to densely defined linear operators between 

Hilbert spaces. A paper by Ben-Israel and Charnes [1] 

gives a good history and bibliography of the subject prior 

to the year I963. Subsequent articles by Bradley [3],

Loud [6,7]5 Reid [10], and Krall [4,5] indicate the cur-r 
rent state of the theory.

So far, generalized, inverses of only linear operators 

have appeared in the literature. In each instance, the 

domain of the linear operator has been taken as a dense 

subset, and the range of the operator as a closed subset, 

of some complete linear inner product space(s). Some 

authors have used differential operators defined on such 

spaces to obtain their results.

The inverse operator considered in this thesis is 

more general. For neither the operator A, whose inverse 

is desired, nor its generalized inverse A , are required 

to be linear. Instead, the domain of A is allowed to be 

the translation z0+D of some linear subset D of a linear 

inner product space X. Thus, the domain of A need, not 

be linear, nor is it required to be dense in X. On the
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other hand, we do demand that A be the restriction of a 
linear operator a to z0+D. As for the range of A, we do 

not insist that it be closed, but merely that it shall be 

a subset of some linear inner product space which may or 

may not be complete.

Thus, our generalized inverse is defined, for the 

members of a class of operators whose domains may be 

translations of a linear subset of a linear inner product 

space and whose ranges need not be closed. When dealing 

with an operator whose domain is dense, we may freely use 

the corresponding adjoint operator just as other writers 

have done.

The subject matter of this thesis is divided into 

six chapters and. two appendices. Chapter I contains sev

eral important theorems concerning properties of sets, and 

culminates with a discussion of the projection operator.

In Chapter II the adjoint operator is defined and 

proven to be linear. Our treatment of the projection and 

adjoint operators is somewhat non-standard. For this 

reason, we have devoted separate chapters to each of them.

The third chapter deals primarily with solution sets, 

and conditions for solvability, of a class of linear oper
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ator systems. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

existence of solutions are found. A kind of "test" ap

proximate solution for one of these systems is also de

scribed and characterized, in terms of the solution set of 

a related system.

Chapter IV has to do with the' generalized, inverse 

operator. Once the operator has been defined, we prove 

that it is usually non-linear. A number of its most 

important properties are also established.

To illustrate the ideas developed in this thesis, 

we have added Chapter V. It contains a boundary value 

problem which serves as an illustrative example. This 

problem is kept rather simple so as to render the concepts 

involved quite transparent.

Topics for future research are outlined in Chapter 

VI. Appendix A includes some standard, results pertaining 

to the behavior of different sets. Finally, Appendix B 

has been added to render this study more nearly self- 

contained. The appendices are designed to provide a lucid 

review of the fundamental notions and structure associated 

with linear inner product spaces. They also clarify much 

of the notation employed.



CHAPTER I
THE PROJECTION OPERATOR

The projection operator will be encountered repeat

edly in the ensuing work. To facilitate a discussion of 

such operators, we first state and prove several theorems 

having to do with a linear subset D of a linear inner 

product space X. For each element d of D and x of X, the 

norm j| x-d || has 0 as a lower bound. In particular, if x 

is fixed, |j x-d || has a greatest lower bound

b = gib [I x-d Il . 
deD

THEOREM 1.1: Let M be a closed linear subset of a com

plete linear inner product space X and let x denote any

fixed element of X. Set b = gib ||. x-m || . Then the con
do D

dition b = H x-m || is satisfied by a unique element Ki0 

of M.

PROOF: In virtue of the definition of b, the statement

V pos int n BmeM [ ]| x-m || < b + 1A ] 
must hold. Otherwise, for some n , b + 1A would be a 

lower bound of || x-m || greater than b . Using the axiom of 

choice, we form a sequence (i%} in M such that



Il x-i% I) < b + xZn3 and proceed to prove it is a Cauchy 
sequence. To do this, we must show that

Ve>0 3 pos int nQ V; 3k>n0 [ ]| m; -m& || <e ]
is true.

For arbitrary positive integers j and k we have
11 ny Il2 = Il (x-mfe) - (X-In7-) || 2

= II x-m*. Il 2 - 2Re(x-m%,x-ny) + || x-m;- || 2 .
Moreover,

4 H x-i(m7+in*) H2 - 11 (x-m*) + (X-In7-) || 2
= Il x-mfe I]2+ 2Re(x-mfe ,x-m;. ) + || x-m;. || 2 . 

Eliminating 2Re(x-m&,x-m7 ) between these two results, we 
obtain

U m7 -Infe (I 2 = 2 ]| x-xoj ||2+ 2 ]| x-mfe || 2 - 4 || x-i(ny +mfe ) || 2 . 

But, i(m7+mfe) is an element of M because M is .linear. 

Therefore, ||x-i(m7+mfe) ||2= b2

and -4 I) X - K m 7- +mfe ) ||2= -4b2 .

It follows that
I) nij -mfe Il 2 < 2 (b + xZj)2+ 2 (b + 1A ) 2- ^b2 

— (1Zj + 1A  ) + 2 (1A 2 + 1A 2 )
■ s 4b (1A  + 1A )  + 4 (1A  + 1A )
= 4(b + I) (1A  + 1Zk).

Now, given an e greater than zero, it is readily verified

6

that
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4(b + i)( Y? + YA) < E=

for all positive integers j and. k greater than Ti0 5 where

nQ g 8(b+l)/e2 .

Thus, the statement

Ve>0 3 pos int n0 \/j sk>n0 [ || m^ || <e ] 

holds and we conclude that {1%) is a Cauchy sequence.

Since X is complete, {m%) must converge to some element Jfl0 

of X. On the other hand, In0 belongs to M because M is 

closed. Hence, Hx-Jfl0 ||= b.

We next prove that || X-Jfl0 || = b . Let e>0 be given. 

Since {mra) converges to m0 , there exists a positive inte

ger Ti1 such that 'H'Jnre-Jn0 Il < Ys for all n greater than Ti1 

Choose an integer n2 which is greater than Jflax(Ye5W1 ). 

Then, for every Ti=Tig,

Il X-Jn0 I) 5 U X-Jfl7l Il + H m%-m0 H 

< b + Y ti + Ys 
<• b + Ya + Ys = b + e .

Since || X-Jfl0 || is independent of e , we conclude that 

(I X-Ifl0 Il s b . But, (J X-Jfl0 H= b and therefore, || X-Jfl0 || = b 

Thus, there is at least one element of M, namely Jn0 , which 

satisfies the condition || x-m || = b .

To complete the proof of the theorem, we shall show 

that m0 is the only member of M that fulfills this condi



tion. Suppose r "belongs to M and || x-r || = b . By steps 

that are already familiar, we find 

Il m0-r I] 2 = H (x-r) - (x-m0 ) || 2
= 2 ]] x-r Il 2+ 2 I) X-Di0 Il 2 - 4 (I X-B(Tlm0 ) || 2 

= 2b2+ 2b2 - 4 I] x- B( Tlm0 ) || 2 .

Now, -Krim0 ) is an element of M, so H x - Krim0 ) ||2 .2 b2 . 
It follows that ]] Di0-T H = 0. Denoting the zero element of 

X "by <$>, we conclude that Di0 -T = <$>, and Di0 = r J

THEOREM 1.2: Let Mj" be the orthogonal complement of a

closed linear subset M of a complete linear inner product 

space X. Then •
M @ M l = X.

PROOF: Since M and M l are mutually,orthogonal"linear

subsets of X, and X is linear, M 0 M l is a subset of X. 

Thus, M © M1 = X will hold if X c M O M 1 is true. To 

establish the latter relation, consider an arbitrary ele

ment x of X. With x fixed, there is a single element Di0 

of M which minimizes || x-m || over M. This follows from 

the fact that M is closed, and X is complete, so that 

Theorem 1.1 applies. Express x as the sum Di0+ (X-Di0 ) 

and set b = |] x-m0 || . Since Di0 is in M, our proof will be

8



complete if we can show that X-In0 belongs to Jyr1J for 

every element of X will then be a sum m+p of an element 

m in M and an element p in Ml . We proceed, to prove the 

proposition

VmeM[ (x-mo ,m) = 0].

Let m be an arbitrary element of M. If . m = then 

(x-mo^m) = Oo Assume m does not equal 0 and let a be an 

arbitrary element of the field. Then,

b2 5 If x-(JD0+ am) (I 2 .

Using the defining and antilinearity properties of the 

inner product, we obtain

b2 g ]| (X-Hi0 )-am Il 2

= Ilx-Di0 Il 2 - 2Re (X-ID0 ,am) + |] am || 2 

= b2- 2Re [a (X-Di0 ,m) ] + | a| 2 |1 m || 2 .

Setting a = (X-Di0 ,m)/ || m || 2 , it follows that

I(X-Di0^)I 2 g 0;
consequently, (X-Di0 ,m) = 0. Therefore, X-Di0 is an 

element of Mj" so that X is a subset of M (B M1J

THOEREM 1.3: Let D be a linear subset of a complete lin

ear inner product space X. Then D is dense in X if and 

only if 0 is the only element of X orthogonal to D.

9
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PROOF: Let D be dense in X and let X0 be an element of X

which is orthogonal to D. We first show that xQ equals . 

To do thisj we choose an arbitrary e greater than zero.

Due to the denseness of D in X j there is a d in D such 
that ]| X0 -d [I < e . In virtue of the linearity of the inner 

product, and the orthogonality property (X03I) = O3 the 

following relations are true.

11 !I2 = Il *o Il 2 - SRe(X0 3 I) + J| d I) 2
= ll*o Il2+ Il 3 I] 2
=: 11*0 H2 .

Since e may be taken arbitrarily small, we conclude that 

I) x0 I]2 = O 3 because x0 is independent of e . Therefore3 

x0 = 0. (Notice that this part of the proof does not 

require D to be linear nor that X be complete.)

Now3 assume that $ is the only element of X that is 

orthogonal to D. To establish that D is dense in X 3 it 

will suffice to prove that D •© {,$} = X ;  for then, D = X 3 

where D denotes the closure of D. As an initial step note 

that D is linear since the closure Of a linear subset is 

itself a linear subset.(Theorem A.I)

Since D is closed and linear, we know from Theorem 

1.2 that X = D e  D1 . The set F1 contains <$>. To more 

closely examine this set, suppose it contains p. Then p
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Is orthogonal to D, because D is a subset of D. But, by 

our original assumption, 4> is the only element of X orthog

onal to D. Therefore, p = $, B1 = {$}, and X = D ® {$} . 

However, D ® {$} = D  so that X = D .  We conclude that D 

is dense in X.B

COROLLARY 1.3: If D is dense in a linear inner product

space X, the only element of X orthogonal to D is

PROOF: See the parenthetical remark to the first part of

the preceding proof.I

THEOREM 1.4: Let D be a linear subset of a complete lin

ear inner product space X. Then D 6 D1 is dense in X.

PROOF: Since D is linear, so is DOD1. Were D not linear,

DODl would not be defined (Appendix B). Assume some ele

ment x of X is orthogonal to DOD1 . Then x is orthogonal 

to D, because D is a subset of DOD1. Consequently, x is 

an element of D1. On the other hand, x .is orthogonal to 

D1, because D1 is also a subset of DOD1. Since x is both 

in and orthogonal to D1, this means that x must be orthog

onal to itself. But, (x,x) = 0  if and only if x = 0.
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We have shown that the only element of X that is orthog

onal to DQEtl is <£>. From Theorem 1.3j we conclude that 

DQD-1 is dense in X J

We note in passing,'that an element can be orthog

onal to U l without necessarily being in D. However, if D 

is closed and linear, then (Hl)‘L - D (Theorem A.2).

THEOREM 1.5: Let D be a linear subset of a linear inner

product space X. Suppose x is any element of DQITl. Then 

there is a unique element dQ of D such that x-d0 is an 

element of D1 .

An equivalent way of stating the conclusion of this 

theorem is that any given element x of DQDj" can be written 

as a sum x = d0+ (x-d0 ) of elements H0 in D and X-Cl0 

in DjJ in just one way. Thus, x-d0 , as well as I0 , is 
unique.

PROOF: Since x is an element of DQD1, it can be written
as the sum of an element dD of D, and an element of D1 

which must be x-d0 . Assume x can also be expressed as

= di+ (X-H1 ) of elements H1 in D and X-H1 inthe sum x
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Er1. Since Etl is linear, (x-d0) - (X-Ol)- = Ci1-Ci0 is in Er1. 

On the other hand, dx-d0 is an ,element of D. This implies 

that djL -d0 = 0 and finally that = d0 J

With this theorem established, we are now prepared to 

introduce what will be called the projection operator 

P^:DMTl-̂ D, having domain DOEtl and range D.

DEFINITION: Let X be a linear inner product space and let

D be a linear subset of X. For each x in the set DOEtl, 

define P^x to be that unique element d0 in D for which 

X-Ci0 is an element of Etl. The operator P^, thus defined, 

will be called the projection operator from DOEtl .onto D.
The element d0 in D, assigned to a given x in DODl by P^, 

is said, to be the projection of x onto D„

Note that Theorem 1.4 ensures that the operator P^ 

is densely defined whenever X is a complete space; that is 

to say, the domain DODl of P^ is dense in X. Theorem 1.2

defined on all of X if.establishes that the operator is 

in addition to X being complete. D is closed.
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THEOREM 1.6: The projection operator has the follow

ing properties:

(a) Vxe DSD1 [xe D iff P^x = x]

(b) VxeDOD1 [xeD1 iff P^x = $] -

(c) VxeDOD1 [X-PdX e D1 ]

(d) Vxe DOD1 [PD (PDx) = PqX,]

(e) VxeDOD1 [PdX = Pĵx]

(f) Pd is a linear operator

Statements (a), (b), and. (c) follow immediately from 

the definition of P . Since PyX is in D 5 statement (d) is 

a direct consequence of (a). As for (e) and (f)5 they 

require explicit verification.

PROOF(e): To establish property (e)5 we shall prove that

Pd is the restriction of P1d to DOD1 . Since Pd  has domain 

DOD15 this means both
DODlC DOD1 and Vxo DOD1 [Pgx = PDx] 

must be confirmed.
Let x denote an arbitrary element of DODl . Express 

x as the unique sum x = PDx + (x-PDx). Since D is a sub

set of D5 PDx is in D. Given any element c0 of D5 there 

exists a sequence { d%] of points in D which converges to



c0 . Nowj x-P^pc is in Dj-; hence, for every positive inte

ger n , (x-PDx 5 dn ) = 0. But,

(x-P x,c0 ) = (x-PDx,Iim (Sn )
n-*oo

=. Iim (X-PnX3Cjw ) 
n-*x> u

= 0

due to the continuity of the inner product. Therefore 

x-PyX, being orthogonal to D, is contained in Dl . We con

clude that every element x of DMXl belongs to DSP1, that 

is to say, DMXlIs a subset of DSDtl.

In view of this conclusion, any element x of DSDl is 

given by PyX + (x-PyX), as well as by PyX + (x-PyX)= 

Thus, the element

(x-PyX) - (x-PyX) = PyX - PyX
is in the intersection of Dl  and D. From this, the truth 

of Vxe DSETl [PyX = PyX]

is apparent.S

PROOF(f): Let X1 and x2 be elements of DSD1 , and let a

and p be arbitrary elements of the field. Since DSEtl is 

already known to be linear, in order to prove that Py 

linear, we only need to show that

Py ((XX1+ P X2 ) = O1PyX1 + PPpX2 .

15

is
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To this end,, write the element Cix1+ Px2 as the sum 

CaPj0X1 + pPDx2 ] + [Cix1 + P x 2 - CtPj0X1 - PP dX2 ]. =

CaPn X1 + p P Dx2 ] + Ca ( X1 -  PyX1 ) + p (X2 -  PyX2 ) ] .

Since PyX1 and PyX2 are elements of D, and D is linear, 

a PyX1+ PPyX2 is in D. According to property (c), X1- PyX1 

and x2 - PyX2 belong to D1 . But, D1 is also linear.

Hence, a [X1 - PyX1 ] + p [X2 - PyX2 } is in Bl. Having suc
ceeded in writing Cix1+ px2 as the unique kind of sum 
required by the definition of the projection operator, we 

conclude that

PyCax1+ Px2 ) = a PyX1+ PPyX2 J

THEOREM 1.7: Let X be a linear inner product space

including D as a linear subset. Further, assume x is some 

fixed element of DOEtl . Then d = P0X is the unique 

element of D which minimizes ]| x-d || over D.

PROOF: With x fixed in DOD1, let d denote any element of
D. Then, the following equalities hold.

11 x-d .  H2 = H ( x - P y x )  + (P y X - d )  Il 2

= (I X-PyX Il2' + 2Re (x-PyX,PyX-d) + Il PyX-d Il 2 . 
But, X-PyX is an element of D1 and PyX-d is an element 

of Do Therefore, their inner product is zero and
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llx-d. Il2 - ]] X-PdX H 2+ I) PDx-d I) 2 .

Thus, I) x-d Il is a minimum over D if and only if d is the 

projection of x onto DJ

Although Theorem 1.7 appears to resemble Theorem 1.1, 

in that both theorems are concerned with minimizing a norm 

over a specified subset, it is important to recognize that 

their hypotheses are quite different. Theorem 1.1 

requires M to be a closed linear subset of a complete lin

ear inner product space X. There premises ensure that, 

for fixed x in X, ]] x-m || is minimized by a unique element 

m0 of M. In Theorem 1.7, D is not necessarily closed, nor 

is X necessarily complete. Yet, for fixed x in DSEr1*,

Il x-d. || is minimized by a. unique element of D, namely the 

element PDx.



CHAPTER TI
THE ADJOINT OPERATOR

Having now gained some familiarity with the projec

tion operator, we next introduce the concept of an adjoint 

operator.

Let X and Y be linear inner product spaces, and denote 

the inner product of typical elements X1 ̂ x2 of X and yx ,y2 

of Y by (Xl5X2 )x and (yi ,Yg )yj respectively. Let be 
dense in X and suppose that A is some operator defined on 

into Y. With each such operator, we associate another 

operator A*, called the adjoint of A.

To define the adjoint of an operator A, of the type 

just described, we first specify the domain and then the 

rule of operation for A*. This operator is to have its 

domain in Y and its range in X 0

Specifically, we take the domain of A* to be the 

following subset of Y:

DA* = ty€Y I 3weX Vx s Da C(Ax,y)y = (x,w)x ]}.
This set contains the zero element e of Y, because the 
statement

Vx s Da C(Ax,e)y = (x,0)x ]

is true. As before, 0 denotes the zero element of X.

Hence, Da* is not empty. -
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We next prove that to each yQ in there corre

sponds a unique element w of X which satisfies the condi

tion

Vx o Da C (Ax,y°)Y = (x,w)x ].

To do so, we assume this condition is fulfilled by ele

ments W1 and w2 both in X. It follows that

V x e Da C(X5W1 - W 2 )x = 0]
holds due' to the antilinearity of the inner product. 

Therefore, W1 - W2 is orthogonal to Da - Recalling that 

Da is dense in X, we conclude that W1 - W2 = $ or that 

W1 = w2 from Corollary 1.3° Thus, for every y in Da*, 

the corresponding w in X is unique.

We now complete the definition of the adjoint oper

ator A* of A by prescribing its rule of operation. Given 

any y in Da*, we require that A*y shall be the unique ele

ment w of X for which the statement

Vx g Da C(Ax,y)y = (x,w)x ] 

is true. The useful result,

VxeDA VyeDA*[(Ax,y)Y = (x,A*y)x ] 

concerning A and A* then holds.
Although neither the rule nor domain of A is 

required to be linear, the operator A* is linear as the 

next theorem demonstrates.
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THEOREM 2.1: A* is a linear operator.

PROOF: First we shall verify that is a linear subset

of Y. To do this, let us suppose yx and y2 are arbitrary 

elements of and that W1 and W2 are the corresponding

elements of X for which both

Vxe Da  [(Ax^y1 )y = (X5W1 )x ] 

and VxeDA [ (Ax,y2 )Y = (x/w2 )x ]

hold. Then A^y1 = W1 and A*y2 = W2 . For arbitrary ele

ments a and p of the field, the following equations are 

satisfied by all x in D^.

(Ax5Oty1+ Py2 )Y ■= a (AXjy1 )y + P (Ax5Y2 )y

= a (X5W1 )x  + P ( X 5W2 )x 

= (X5OlW1 + pw2 )x
Thus5 the linear combination Oiy1+ Py2 is in D^x. and we 

have shown that D^x. is a linear subset of Y .

In addition, we have shown that 

A*(ay!+ Py2 ) = ^w1+ Pw2

= aA*y1 + pA*y2 .

Therefore5 the rule of operation, as well as the domain, 

of A* is linear; thus. A* is a linear operator.S
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THEOREM 2.2: If 'X is a complete linear inner product

space, then the adjoint of the projection operator onto 

D is equal to the projection operator onto D. That is,

PD = pD-

PROOF: Since X is a complete space. Theorem 1.4 ensures

that the domain DOHl of is dense in X. Thus, it makes 

sense to talk about the adjoint operator. Before exam

ining the domain ot P*, let us first- verify the statement 

Vx,yeX[(PgX,y) = (x,Pgy)].

Consider arbitrary elements x and y of X. By Theorem 1.2, 

DOHl= X, so x and y are in the domain of . From Prop

erty (c) of Theorem 1.6, with D in place of D, X-Pgx and 

y-Pgy .• are orthogonal to D, whereas Pgx and Pgy are ele

ments of D. Consequently, it is true that

0 = (x-Pgx,Pgy) = (x,Pgy) - (P^x5Pgy) 

and 0 = (Pgx,y-Pgy) = (P^x,y) - (PpX,Pgy).

Therefore, (Pgx,y) = (x,Pgy) for arbitrary x and y in X. 

In view of Property (e) of Theorem 1.6,

VxeDOD-iCrgx = T dX].

holds. Hence, restricting x to DOHl, we have as a special 

case of our initial symbolic statement

VyeX VxeDODj-C (PDx,y) = (x,Pgy) ].

)
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To finish proving the theorem, we observe that the 

domain of P* is the set
{yeX I 3weX VxeDen1 [ (PyX,y ) = (x,w) ]) .

But, the condition
EfweX VxeD^D1 [ (P^x,y) = (x, w) ] 

is satisfied by every y in X with w = Pgy. Thus, the 

domain of P* is X, which is also the domain of Pg.. Fur

thermore, P*y = W =  Pgy for every y in X. We conclude 

that P* = Pg since they have identical domains and iden

tical rules of operation.B

COROLLARY 2.2: If D is a closed linear subset of a com

plete linear inner product space X, then P* = P^.

PROOF: In this case D = Dj thus, DOB"1" = DODr*" = X and

pD = 1D = PD-'

When an operator A is the same as its adjoint A*, 

A is said to be self-adjoint.



CHAPTER III
SOLUTION SETS AND BEST APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 

OF LINEAR OPERATOR SYSTEMS

In this chapter we examine solution sets of linear 

operator systems. Each system is comprised of a condition 

involving a linear operator, and another condition re

stricting the operator domain to the translation of a lin

ear space. A kind of "best" approximate solution of such 

a system is also discussed.

By way of notation, let X and Y he linear inner 

product spaces having <$> and e as their respective zero 

elements. In addition, require D to he a linear subset of 

X. Next, consider a linear operator a :X-*Y and designate 

the restriction of G to D by B, so that B : D-̂ Y. Since D is 

linear, and

Vde D [Gd = Bd ]

is true, B is a linear operator. Hence the range R^ of B, 

and Rb ®R^, are linear. Of course, is also linear and 

the intersection of R_ and R^ contains only e . All those
JD SD

elements which B maps onto 6 make up a linear subset Ng 

of D, called the null space of B.

With D prescribed, and for fixed z0 in X, the trans

lation z0+D of D is a subset of the domain X of a. Let A
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designate the restriction of a to zQ+D. We shall have 

occasion to use the fact that

Vxe zo+D [Q x = Ax].

It is to be noticed that A is a linear operator if and 

only if z0 belongs to D, in which case A is the same as B.

To every condition c(x) having z0+D as domain, there 

corresponds a unique solution set comprised of just those 

members of z0+D for which c(x) is true.' If the solution 

set is empty, no element of z0+D satisfies c(x); that is, 

c (x) has no solution.

Now, let y be any given element of Y. With y and 
fixed, form the linear operator condition

ax - y e

in the variable x. This condition is defined, on X. Upon

restricting the domain of this condition to z0+D, we

obtain the non-homogeneous operator system

"Ax - y e Rjh 
I

X e  Z0+D

This system is the prototype of all the linear operator 

systems that appear in this chapter. It has a solution 

if and only if
3 x e z0+D[Ax - y e R^]

holds.
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For convenience of reference, we shall call 

Ax - y e Rg the operator condition, and x e Z0+D the 

auxiliary condition of System I. If y e  R^, the operator 

condition is homogeneous; if z0 e D, the auxiliary condi

tion is homogeneous. When both y e R^ and z0 e D hold, 

as they certainly do when J = O and z0 = <$>, System I 

reduces to the completely homogeneous system

' Bx e RiII B
, x e D

With regard to this system, the null space Ng of B is 

especially important because:

THEOREM 3.1: The solution set of System II is Hg. \

PROOF: Any solution X0 of II must belong to D. Hence,

Bx0 is contained in RgfiR^ = {0) . Since B maps X0 onto 

0, every solution of II belongs to Hg.

Conversely, any element X1 of Hg is in D, whereas 

Bx1 = '9 is in R^. Thus, every element of Ng is a solution 

of II. We conclude that the solution set of II is NgJ

THEOREM 3.2: If System I has a solution X1 , its solution

set is X1 + Ng. ■ , ■
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PROOF: Let x stand for an arbitrary solution of System I.

Inasmuch as x and X1 are elements of z0+D5 X-X 1 is an ele

ment of D. Both Ax - y and Ax1- y are elements of R^5 

and Rg is linear. Consequently,

(Ax - y) - (Ax1- y) = o(x - X1 )

= B(x - X1 )

is also an element of R^. The difference X-X1 is there

fore a solution of System II. But, according to Theorem 

3.1, X-X1 is a solution of II_if and. only if X-X1 e Ng 

holdsc It follows that X1 + Ng is the solution set of 

System I J

III

In case R^ is replaced by {0}, System I becomes

' Ax = y 

. x e z0+D

THEOREM 3.3: If System III has a solution X2 , its solu * III.

tion set is x2+ Ng.

PROOF: Let x stand for an arbitrary solution of System
III. Since x and x2 are elements of z0+D, x-x2 is an ele

ment of D. Both Ax and Ax2 are equal to y and a is linear. 

Consequently,
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Ax - Ax2 = a(x - x2 )

= B(x - X2 )

6 e
The difference x-x2 is therefore an element of Nt2 and x is

-D

in the set x2+ Nfi.

To complete the proof, suppose that X2 +u is any ele

ment of the set x2+ Ng where u belongs to Ng. Then, 

x2+u. is an element of zQ+ D. Furthermore,

A(x2+ u ) = a x2+ au 

= Ax2+ Bu 

= y + e 

= y-
Thus, x2+u is a solution of System III and X 2+  Ng is the 

corresponding solution set J

THEOREM 3.4: If System III has a solution, the solution

sets of I and III are identical.

PROOF: Assume X0 is a solution of System III. Then

X0 is an element of z0+D and Ax0- y = 0 is an element of 

R^. Therefore, X0 is also a solution of System I.
JD

Theorems 3.2 and 3•3 guarantee that X0+ Ng is 

tion set of both of the systems I and III.i

the solu-
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If System I has a solution., we shall usually denote 

its solution set "by x0+ N-g.

THEOREM 3.5‘ System III has a solution if and only if 

Az0 - y is an element of Rg.

PROOF: Suppose System III has the solution X0 . Then X0
is an element of z0+D and. can be written as the . sum z0+d 

where d is some element of D= We also know that Ax - y 

equals 0. Thus5

. A(z0+d) - y = a(z0+d) - y 

= Az0 - y + Bd 

= 0 .
We conclude that

Az0 - y = -Bd 

= B(-d)

which is an element of Rg.

■ On the other hand, suppose Az0- y is an element 

of Rg0 Then there exists an element d of D such that 

Az0- y = Bd. Thus5 x = Z0 -d satisfies the equation 

Ax = y and, furthermore, x = z0-d is an element of Z0 +D. 

Therefore, System III has a solution, namely, x = z0-dJ



THEOREM 3.6: System I has a solution if and only if Az0 - y

is an element of the set

PROOF: Assume X1 is a solution of System I. Then

X1 = z0+dj where d. is some element of D. Moreover, the 

following equalities hold.

Az0 - y = A (xx - d.) - y 

= a (X1 - d) - y 

= Ax1 - y - Bd 

= (Ax1 - y) + B(-d)

But, Ax1 - y is an element of since X1 is a solution of 

System I. Also, B(-d) is an element of Rg . Therefore,

Az0- y is an element of RgOR^.

To prove the implication in the other direction, 

assume Az0- y is an element of RgOR^. In particular, 

let Az0- y = Bd + v where d. is. an element of D and v is 

an element of R^. We proceed to show that System I has 

the solution z0-d.

Owing to the linearity of D, Z0 -d. is an element of 

z0+D. What is more,

A(z0- d) - y = a(z0- .d) - y 

= (Az0- y) - Bd 

= (Bd + v) - Bd = v

29
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which is an element of K^. Thus, Z0 -d is a solution of 

System 1.1

Now, consider the system

IV
Bx - y e

x e D

whose auxiliary condition is homogeneous, and the system

V
Ax e

x e  z0+D

having a homogeneous operator condition. Our next theorem 

reveals that System I is solvable whenever both IV and V 

are.

THEOREM 3.7: Let Az0 and y both be elements of RgGR^.

Then each of Systems IV and V is solvable. Furthermore, 

if X1 is any solution of IV and X2 any solution of V, the 

solution set of System I is (X1 +  X 2 ) +  Ng.

PROOF: Whenever Az0 and y are both in RgOK^, the differ

ence Az0 - y belongs to RgOK^. Then, IV and V have solu

tions according to Theorem 3.6. Let X1 be a solution of 

IV, and x2 a solution of V. Then

G (X1 + x2 ) - y = (Bx1 - y). + Ax2



is an element of In addition, X1 + x2 is an element

of z0 +D. Thus, X1 + x2 is a solution of System I. From 

Theorem 3.2, the solution set of System I is 

(X1 + x2 ) + Nb J

We observe in passing that System I might be solv

able even though IV and V are not. For Az0 - y may be an 

element of although Az0 and y fail to be. If any

two of the three systems I, IV, or V are solvable then 

the third system is solvable also.

In case System III has a solution, its solution set 

can be expressed in terms of solutions X1 and %  of TV and 

V, respectively, provided both of these systems are solv

able. For, Theorems 3.4 and 3.7 reveal that the solution 

set of System III is the same as that of System I, namely 

(X1 +  x2 ) + Ng. When System III has no solution, but 

System I does, a "best” approximate solution of System 

III, in the sense of the following theorem, may be found.

THEOREM 3.8: Given an element y in Az0+ RgOR^, the con

dition

Vxe z0 +D[ H Aw - y H ̂  H Ax - y Il ] 

is satisfied, by an element w in z0+D if and only if w

31
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belongs to the solution set X0+ Nfi of System I.

On the other hand,

Vwe X0+Nb [ ]] Aw - y I] = H Ax - y Il ] 

is satisfied by an element x of z0+D if and only if x is 

in X0+ Ng.

PROOF: For each element y of Az0+ RgOR^, System I has a 

solution by Theorem 3->6= Any element w of the solution 

set X0+ Ng is in z0+D. Let x be contained in z0+D.

Then, the following relations hold.

IlAx - y I)2 = I] d(x-w) + (Aw-y) ||2

= || B(x-w) || 2 + 2Re(B(x-w),Aw-y)y + |] Aw-y ||2 

Since B(x-w) is an element of Rg, while Aw-y is in R^, the 

inner product (B(x-w),Aw-y)Y vanishes. Therefore, the 

statement

Vwex0+Ng Vxe z0+D[ || Ax-y || 2 = || B(x-w) || 2 + || Aw-y || 2 ] 

is true. From this, we conclude that the condition 

Vxe z0 +D [ Il Aw - y H < H Ax - y (I ] 

is fulfilled by an element w in Z0 + D  provided w belongs to 

the solution set X0+ Ng of System I.
To prove the converse of the conclusion just stated, 

suppose w is an element of z0+D which satisfies the con

dition Vxe z0 +D[ Il Aw - y Il ̂  I] Ax - y|| ].
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We are to deduce that w belongs to X0 + Ny. Since X0 is 

an element of z0+D, the statement

H Aw - y H g II Ax0 - y (I
is a true instance of the foregoing assumption. On the 

other hand.5 X0 belongs to x0+ W55 whereas w is now in 
z0+D0 Hence, by the conclusion to the first part of this 

proof, suitably modified,

Vwe z0 +D [ I] Ax0 - y I] 5 ]] Aw - y || ] 
holds. For the w in question, it follows that

11 Aw - y H = H Ax0 - y (I

so that ||B(x0- w)|| = 0 , B(x0- w) = 0 ,  X0 - w e  Hg, and

w is an element of X0 + Hg.

To prove the last part of the theorem, consider 

again the true proposition

Vwex0+Hg Vxe z0+D[ || Ax-y || 2 =H B(x-w) ||.2 + ]] Aw-y || 2 ]«

If x is an element of Z0+D, then

Vwe X0+Hg [ IJ Aw - y (I = |] Ax - y Il ] 

is true if and only if

VweX0+Hg[ Il B(x - w) |[ = 0] 

holds. This statement is equivalent to

VweX0+Hg[x - w e  Hg]. ■

Thus, the condition

VweX0+Hg [ H Aw - y Il = ]] Ax - y I) ]
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is satisfied, if and only if x belongs to xQ+ Ng. I

When System III has no solution but System I does, 

a solution of System I minimizes the norm |] Ax - y || over 

z0+D. In this sense, a solution of System I comes as 

"close” to satisfying System III as does any element of ■

Z0+D. Accordingly, solutions of System I are appropriately 

termed "best" approximate solutions of System III. Should 

y happen to be an element of Az0+ Hg, a "best" approx

imate solution is, in fact, a solution of III.



CHAPTER IV
GENERALIZED INVERSE OPERATORS

At the outset of the preceding, chapter we considered 

a linear operator CL with domain X 5 and its restriction 

A to the translation z0+D of a subset D of X. Other 

notation was also adopted which we shall continue to 

adhere to.■ Recall, in particular, that z0 denoted some 

element, and D a linear subset of X. In this chapter an 
operator A^, called the "generalized, inverse" of A, is 

defined and a number of its properties established.

To facilitate the development, we assume throughout 

that Zo+D-is a subset of NgON^. This would be the case, 

for instance, if Ng were closed and X were complete. For, 

by Theorem 2.2, NgQN^ would, then be all of X. In any case, 

let P^ designate the projection operator onto Ng.

THEOREM 4.1: For each y in the set Az0 + RgORg, the

system:

VI

Ax - y e 

P^x = G 
X e  Z0 +D

has a unique solution.



PROOF: Since y is an element of Az0+ RgOR^, y must 

equal Az0+ s where s is an element of RgtBR^. So the 

difference Az0- y = -s is in the set RgOR^. Conse

quently, "by Theorems 3.'2 and 3.6, there is an X0 in Z0 +D 

such that X0+ Ng is the solution set of System I.

Since z0+D is assumed to "be a subset of the domain 

NgSN^ of Pjp the projection P^x0 of X0 onto Ng is defined. 

Now, the element X0 - P^x0 belongs to X0+ Ng. Thus, 

the first and last relations of System VI are satisfied 

by X0 - P^x0 . Since it is also true that

^ ( xO ” ~ "̂n xq "" ^ N ^ N x"0 ̂
" PyxO “ PyxO 
= 0 ,

X0 - PyxO is a solution of System VI.

To show that this solution is unique, we first 

observe that all solutions of VI must be elements of the 

set X0 + Ng0 Hence, they have the form X0 + u, where u 

is an element of Ng. Upon requiring P ^ x 0+ u) to equal 

0 , we obtain

0 = Py(x0+ u)

■ " PyxQ+ Pyu 
— PyxO+ Uo

These equations are satisfied .if and only if u = -PyxU «

36
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Of all the members of X0 + , only X0 - P^x0 fulfills

each condition of System VI. Therefore, the solution of 

VI is unique .I

Having proven that for each y in the set Az0+ 

there exists a unique solution of System VI, we now use 

this result to define the generalized inverse operator A 

corresponding to the operator A.

DEFINITION: Let a be a linear operator defined on X.
Designate the restriction of a to z0+D by A, where zQ is 

some point and D a linear subset of X. The generalized 

inverse A^ of A is an operator having Az0+ as

domain. At each point of its domain the value of A^ is 

the unique solution of System VI..

If Y is complete, the domain Az0+ of A* is

dense in Y (Theorem A.3). The range of A^ is a subset of 

z0+D. The following theorems shed some light on just 

how A* differs in behavior from an ordinary.inverse 

operator. They also reveal that A* is not, Tn general, a 

linear operator. This is to be expected since the domain 

Az0+ RgSR^ of A* is usually nonlinear.
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THEOREM 4.2: A^(Az0 ) = Z0 - Pr Z0 .

PROOF: To prove this theorem we shall show that

X1 = Z0- Pjq-Z0 satisfies System VI when y is replaced by

Az0 . First5 note that

A(z0 - PNz0 ) - Az0 = Az0 - B(Pn Z0 ) - Az0

- “B (pNzO )
= e

which is an element of R^. Secondly, observe that

PN^Z°~ PNZ° ) = PNZ°“ PNZ° = ** ■
Finally, Z0- PjqZ0 is an element of z0+D since P^z0 is in

Hg, a subset of D. Therefore, X 1 is the solution of

System VI when y equals Az0 . Since this solution is

unique, A^Az0 = Z0- PjqZ0 J

THEOREM 4.3: Let and y2 be arbitrary elements of

Az0+ RgOR^, and a and p arbitrary elements of the field. 

Then, Cty1+ Py2+ [1-ct-p ]Az0 is an element of Az0+ Rg®R^ 

and.

(Cty1+ Py2+ [1-a-p ]Az0 ) = OtA^y1+ PA^y2+ [1-a-p ]A*Az0 .

PROOF: By assumption, and y2 are arbitrary elements of

Az0+ and a and p are arbitrary elements of the
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field. Thus, Cty1T P y 2+ [I-Ct-PjAz0 is an element of 

CtAz0+ PAz0 + , [1-ct-p JAz0+ which is the set

Az0 + »

We next show that whenever y in System "VI is 

replaced by Cty1 + Py2+ [1-ct-p JAz0 ,
X1 = OA^y1+PA^y2 + [1-a-p ]A* Az0 

is the solution of that system.

Since AA^y1 - yx and AA^y2 -. y2 are elements of 

Rĵ , and
AA^ Az0 = A( z0 - PyZ0 )

— Az0

by Theorem 4„2,

A (CtÂ y1+ PA^y2+ [1-ct-p JA^ Az0 ) - (Cty1 +  Py^+ [1-a-p JAz0 )

= OaA^y1+ PdA^y2+ [1-a-p ]aA*Az0- Oy1 - Py2 - [1-a-p ]Az0 

= OAA^y1+ PAA^y2+ [1-a-p ]AA^Az0 - Oy1- Py2 - [1-a-p JAz0 

= a (AA^y1 - ŷ .) + P (AA*y2 - y2 ) 
is an element of R^. Thus,

Ax1 - (Oy1T p y 2+ [1-a-p JAz0) e

holds.

Now, X1 satisfies the equation P^x = <$>, because 

PyA^y1 , PjjA^y2 , and P^A*Az0 are all equal to $, and Py is 

a linear operator.

To prove that X1 is an element of z0+D, observe that
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A^y1 , A*y2 and. A^Az0 are all elements of z0+D. Conse
quently,

X1 = CtÂ y1+ pA*y2+ [l-a~p]A^Az0 
Is an element of

(az0+ pz0+ [I-Ct-PJz0 ) + D =  z0+ D.l

The statement of equality in Theorem 4.3 is somewhat 

deceptive in that the rule of A* resembles the behavior 

of that for a linear operator. But5 notice that the 

coefficient of Az05 in the left hand member, is dependent 
upon the coefficients of J1 and y2 . The question of just 

when A* reduces to a linear operator is answered by the 

ensuing theorem.

THEOREM 4.4: A^ is a linear operator if and only if z0

is an element of D.

PROOF: Assume .A* is a linear operator. Then the domain

of A^ must be linear; thus A^e is defined. In fact,

A^0 = 0; for the rule of A* is linear too. Therefore5 <3? 

is an element of z0+D. Consequently, 0 is equal to Z0+ d 

for some d in D. We conclude that d = -z0 belongs to D. 

Since D is linear, Z0 is also an element of D.
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Now, suppose that z0 is an element of D. Our 

objective is to verify that A* is a linear operator. To 

do this, we shall show that both the domain and the rule 

of operation of A* are linear. For any Z0 in D,. Az0 = Bz0 

is an element of Rg. Hence, Az0+ RgOK^ is the same set 

as RgQRg. Thus, the domain of A* is linear. To consum

mate the proof, we next demonstrate that the rule of 
operation of A is linear.

Let a and P be arbitrary elements of the field, and 

Yi and y2 arbitrary elements of the domain RgQR^ of A^.

By definition, X1 = A^ (Cty1+ Py2 ) is the unique solution 

of System VI when y is replaced by Oty1+ Py2 . We proceed 

to prove that X2 = OtA^y1+ PA^y2 is also a solution of 

System VI for the same value of y.

The definitions of A^y1 and A^y2 ensure that 
AA^y1 - J1 and AA^y2 - y2 are elements of K^. Thus, 

using the fact that A is now linear because it is the 

same operator as B, we find that

Ax2 - (Cty1+ Py2 ) = A (a A^y1+ PA^y2 ) - (Uy1+ Py2 )

= CtAÂ y1+ PAA1V 2- Cty1- py2 
= a (AA4V 1 - 7 i) +P (AA1V 2- Y2 )

is also an element of R&. In addition.
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pN*2 = PN(aA"y;L+ Pa* ^ )

= CtPwA^y1+ PPnAt y2, = 0.
* *Inasmuch as A^y1 and. A y2 are elements of z0+D = D3 and D 

is linear, it is evident that x 2 = UA^y1+ pA*y2 is in Z0+D. 

Thus3 x2 and X1 are solutions of System VI for the same 

value of y. It follows that

A* (Oty1+ Py2 ) = CxA^y1+ pA*y2 ; 
that Is3 the rule of operation of A* is linear J

Many of the most important properties of the oper

ator A* are specified "by the following theorems.

THEOREM 4o5: For every x in z0+D3

,A*Ax = x -  PyX.

PROOF: Let x he an element of z0+D. Then3 Ax is an

element of Az0+ R^3 so A*Ax is defined. We shall prove 

that x - PnX is a solution of System VI when y is 

replaced by Ax. First of all,

A(x - PijX ) - Ax = -BPnX

=  6

element of What is more, the equalitiesis an



PN^X ~ pNx  ̂ = pNx “ pNx 
= 0

holds. F i n a l l y x  - is an element of Z0+D because

x is in z0+D and P^x is in D. Thus, A*Ax = x - P^x is 

verified.!
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THEOREM 4.6: For every x in Z0 +D,

A*Ax = P^x

where P^x is the projection operator onto

PROOF: Given any x in z0+D, we know from Theorem 4.5

that A^Ax = x - P^x. But, keeping in mind, that z0+D is 

a subset of

X = (x - PhX) H- PhX

where x - P^x is an element of and P^x is in Mg. By 
Theorem A.2 (see the proof of (ill) in particular), Hg is 

a subset of (E^)jR Thus, P^x is in (E^)-1. Therefore, by 

the definition of the projection operator, x - P^x = I^x 

holds for every x in z0+D.I

THEOREM 4.7: Let x be an element of Z0+D.

AA^Ax = Ax.

Then,
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PROOF: According to Theorem 4.55 A*Ax = x - P^x. Thus,
for every x in z0+D, we have

AA*Ax = a(x -
= Ax - BP̂ x 
= AxJ

THEOREM 4.8: For every y in Az0+ RgOR^,

AA*y = y - P^(y - A z 0 )
where P^ is the projection operator onto R^.-

PROOF: Note that A^y is an element of z0+D so that AA^y

is defined. We know that AA^y - y = v, for some element 

v of from the definition of A^y. With y fixed, the 

corresponding v may be determined as follows. Make use 

of the preceding relation to express y-Az0 as

y - Az0 = y + v - Az0- v 
= AA^y - Az0- Vo.

Since A^y is an element of Z0 +D, the equality

AA^y = Az0+ Bd is valid for some element d of D. Thus,

y - Az0 = Bd - v

where Bd is in R^ and, as has been said, v is an element 

of Rg. Since Rfi and R^ are subsets of RgO(R^)^, Bd, v, 

and perforce y-Az0 are in the domain of pi. Consequently,



P^(y - A z 0 ) = P^(Bd - v)

= 4 Bd - 4 v
= -v.

Therefore, v =. -B^(y - Az0 ) and

y - Az0 = AA^y - Az0+ P^(y - Az0 ).

Solving for AA*y we have AA^y = y ~ P^(y - Az0 ).B

'THEOREM 4.9: For every y in Az0+ RB©Rg,

AA*y = Az0+ PR (y - Az0 )
where Pt, is the projection operator onto R R B

PROOF: For any y in Az0+ Rr OR^, the element y-Az0 belongs

to Rt-OK^o We may therefore employ the definition of the
. . . .

projection operator, and Theorem 4.8, to obtain two 

equivalent representations for y-Az0 ; namely,

y - Az0 = PR (y - Az0 ) + P^(y - Az0 )
= AA*y - Az0+ P^(y - Az0 ).

Upon equating right hand members, and solving for AA y, we 

arrive at the conclusion of the theoremJ

THEOREM 4.10: For every y in Az0+ RrORr ,

A*AA*y = A*y.

45
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PROOF: Let be an arbitrary element of Az0+ RgOR^.

Then, AA^Vi is in Az0+ Rg and A^AA^yi is defined. When 

y in System VI takes on the value AA^y1 , X1 = A^AA^y1 is 

the solution of that system by definition. We shall prove 

that

A*AA*yi = A^y1
4« 'by showing that X2' = A yj. is also the solution of VI 

when y has the same value. To do this, we observe that

Ax2 — AA^ Yx — AA^ Yx - AA^ y%

= e
is an element of R^.' From its definition, A^y1 is an 

element of z0+D, and P-̂ A yi equals 0. Thus, X2 is the 

solution X1 of System VI. Since Y1 was arbitrary, we 

conclude that for every y in Az0+ Rg©K^

A* AA^y = A^y

is trueJ

Having now established several properties of A*, let 

us analyze how our definition of A* generalizes the usual 

definition of the inverse operator.

The operator A, introduced in Chapter III, has 

domain z0+D and range Az0+ Rg. Such an operator has an 

ordinary inverse A-1 if and only if a single element of
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Z0+D is mapped onto each element of Az0+ Rg. Such a 

mapping is said to be one-to-one. When A is one-to-one 

so is the operator A-1; it maps Az0+ Rg onto z0+D.

To put matters more concisely. A-1 exists if and 

only if both of the statements

Vxe z0+D[A-1 Ax = x]

and Vye Az0 +Rfi [ AA-1 y = y]

are true.

If Ng does not equal {0}, the first of these state

ments is false. To see this, let u denote any nonzero 

element of Ng. Then z0+u, as well as z0 , belongs to z0+D. 

Suppose A-1Az0 = z0 holds. Using the fact that

A(z0+u) = Az0+ Bu 

= Az0+ e 
— Az0 ,

we find that

A A (z0 +u) = A Az0 

= zo 3

consequently, A-1A(z0+u) does not equal z0+u. This proves 

that A 1 exists only if Ng = {<$} .
The converse of this conclusion is also truej that 

is. A-1 exists if Ng = {<$>} . For if Ng equals {<$>} , and 

Ax1 = Ax2 for some elements X1 and x2 of z0+D, then the
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equalities

9 = Ax1- Ax2 

= Bfx1 - x2 ) .
hold. Consequently., X1 - X 2 is in N^. That is, X1 - X2 

equals 4> and X1 = X2 . Therefore, A is one-to-one and 

A-1 exists.

In case does not equal {<!>}, it is possible to 

define a generalized, inverse A of A as a map from Az0+ Rg 

into Z0 +D for which the statements

Vxe z0+D[A*Ax = x-P^x] 

and Vye Az0+Rg [AA^ y = y]

are required to hold.

Actually, we have gone even farther than this. Our 

generalized inverse operator A^ has Az0+ RgOE^ as domain. 

This set includes Az0+ Rg as a subset. Indeed, Theorems 

4.5 and 4.8 reveal that A* is a map from Az0+ Rg®R^ into 

z0+D such that both of.the statements 

Vxe Z0 +D[A* Ax = x - P^x ] 

and Vye Az0+RgOR^ [ AA^y = y - P^fy-Az0 ) ]

are valid.
If Itg = {>}, then PNx = 0 for every x in z0+D. 

Hence, the first of the preceding pair of statements 

becomes
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VxeZ0+D[A*Ax = x].
If y is an element of Az0+ the projection of y-Az0 
onto R^ is 0. For these elements, the second, statement 

of the pair asserts that

Vye Az0+Rb  [ A A* y = y]

is true. Thus, A is not only a generalization of the

ordinary inverse A-1, but the restriction of A* to Az0+ 
/

reduces to A-1 whenever Nb is {<!>}.

The next two theorems identify the adjoints of the 

operators AA* and A^A in terms of the projection operators 

Pb and P^, respectively.

THEOREM 4.11: If Y is complete, the domain ^  of the

adjoint (AA*)* of AA^ is the set of elements in Y which

For every y in 

(AA*)*y = PBy

are orthogonal to P^Az

holds.

PROOF: Since Y is complete. Theorem 1.4 ensures that-the

domain RgOR^ of Pr is dense in Y. By Theorem A.3, the 

domain Az0+ RgORg of AA* is also dense in Y. Thus, the 

adjoints P^ and (AA^)* of these operators may be defined.
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By definition, the domain of (AA*)* is the set 

d (AA*)* = (yeY I 3weY VqeAz0+RB [ (AA^q,y) = (q,w) ]} .

Before we examine this.set, we will prove a preliminary 

result. . Let q be any element of Az0+ RgQRy and y be 

an arbitrary element of Y. Then q-Az0 is in the domain 

RfiORg of Pr and.

(AA*q,y) = (Az0+Pr (Q-Az0 ) ,y)

= (Az0 ,y) + (PR (q-Az0 ),y)
holds by Theorem 4.9. Since P* is P— by Theorem 2.2, and 

the domain R ^ R r"1 of Pr is all of Y by Theorem 1.2,

(PR (q-AZo),y) = (q-Az0 ,P*y)

= (q-Az0 , P^y) x

is true. Thus,

(AA*q,y) = (Az0 ,y) + (Q-Az0 ̂ y )

= (q,%y) + (Az0 ,y-P^y)
is valid. Set y = (y-Pg-y) + PRy where y-PRy is in 

RTl = and. P-y is in rT. But Rl is in turn equal to 

(R̂ )'± by Theorem A.2. Consequently y-P^y is equal to P^y 

and. our preliminary result

VyeY VqeAz0+RrOR^[(AA*q,y) = (q,PRy) + (Az0 ,P^y)]

is verified.
To determine which elements of Y are in the set 

D (AA^)*5 assume that yx is an element of D (AA£)** Then
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there is a unique wi in Y such that

Vqe Az0+Rg^Rg [ (AA^ Q^y1 ) = (Q^w1 ) ] 

holds. This and our preliminary result implies that 

Vqe Az0+RB®Rg [(QjPgy1 ) + (Az0jP^y1 ) = (QjW1 )] 

and. each of the equivalent statements

VqeAzoRRgQRgC(QjW1-Pgy1 ) = (Az0jP^y1 )Jj 

VseRgQRgC (Az 0 R s jW1 -PgY1 ) = (Az0 Jy1-Pgy1 ) Jj 

and VseRgQRgC(SjW1 -Pgy1 ) = (Az0Jy1-W1)] 
are true. Since Q is an element of RgQK^j we have

(Az0Jy1-W1) = (SjW1-Pgy1)
= 0

as the particular instance of the foregoing statement 

corresponding to 's = 0. Consequentlyj

VseRgQRgC(sjW1 -PgYi) =.0]
is true because (Az0 Jy1-W1 ) is independent of s. This 

result reveals that W1-Fgy1 is orthogonal to RgQR^j a 

dense subset of Y. Corollary 1.3 tells us that 

W1 - Pgy1 = 0j so that W1 = Pgy1 . Recalling that 

(Az0 Jy1-W1 ) equals O5 and substituting Pgy1 for Wlj we 

obtain
0 = (Az0jP^y1 )

= ((P^MAz0 Jy1 )

which equals (PgAz0 Jy1 ) by Theorem 2.2 with D replaced
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by Rg. Therefore, yi is orthogonal to F^Az0 .

On the other hand, assume y2 is any element of Y 

orthogonal to P^Az0 . Refering again to what we have 

called our preliminary result, we observe that for every 

q in . Az0+ RgOR^,

(AA*q,y2) = (q,P^y2) + (Az05P^y2)
= (q,%Y2 ) + (P^Az0 ,y2 )

follows as before since (P^)* = P^. But y2 is orthogonal 

to P^Az0 ; thus,

VqeAz0+RgOR^[ (AA^q,y2 ) = (q,P^y2 ) ] 
holds. This reveals that y2 is in with w = P^y2 .

Therefore, is the set of elements in Y orthogonal

to PgAz0 . Finally, for every y in

(AA?)*y
holds J

THEOREM 4.12: If D is a dense subset of a complete linear

inner product space X, then

(A*A)*x = P^x 
holds for every x in X.

PROOF: By Theorem A.3, Z0A-D is dense in X since D is.

Thus, A*A is densely defined and has an adjoint (A^A)*.



By definitionj the domain of (A A)* is the nonempty linear 

set

D (A^A)* ^ ^x e x I 3weX Vqezo+D[(A*Aq5x) = (q,w) ]} .
Let Xi he: any element of X. Then, for every q in z0+D,

(A^AqjX1 ) = (P̂ -W5X1)
is valid, by Theorem 4.6. Since is closed, is defined 

on all of X by Theorem 1.2. Furthermore, (P^)* = Pĵ  

because of Theorem'2.2 with D replaced by N^. Thus,

(At AqiX1 ) = (q,(P^)*x1 )

= (q^ijjxi)
holds for every q in z0+D. Consequently,

VxeX 3weX Vqe z0+D[ (At Aq,x) = (q,w) ] 

is a true statement for X1 was arbitrary and we may choose

Therefore, ^ * is all of X and

(AtA) *x = W  = P^x.l

The final theorem of this chapter presents an 

alternate characterization of the generalized inverse.

THEOREM 4.13: Given a fixed element y in Az0+ RfiOR^, let

W = { wez0+D I Vxez0+D[ || Aw - y || 5 || Ax - y || ] . 

Further, define
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w equal to P^x

Q = {xe W I Vwe W [ || x || 5 || w || ].



Then ¥ is the solution set of System I. Furthermore, Q1 

contains the single element A y .

PROOF: The set W is the solution set xQ+ of System I

by Theorem 3.8.

To prove the second conclusion of the theorem, 

represent an arbitrary solution w of System I by x0 ~u 

where'u is some element of Note that X0 , being in

z0+D, is in N0ON^. According to Theorem 1.74 with Ng 

in place of D, u = P^x0 is the unique element of Ng 

which minimizes || xQ- u || over Ng. Thus, w = X0 - PyX0 

is the unique element of ¥ which minimized. || w || over 

¥  = X0+ Ng. But A*y = X0 - PyX0 , by definition5 therefore,

Q = {A*y] J
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CHAPTER V
APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY TO A BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

To demonstrate how the theoretical concepts of this 

thesis arise in connection with a specific problem, we 

now consider an illustrative example. It is kept fairly 

simple in order that the theory might retain a high degree 

of transparency. Our example is the differential system

’x' (t) = y(t)

VII x(l) - x(0) =

_ x (v+) - x (i-) = Ta 
containing a two-point, and an interface, boundary condi

tion. The constants 7 1 and y2 are real. As is custom

ary, x(-|-+) and x(-b-) indicate the respective right and 

left hand limits of x(t) as t approaches I.

Before this boundary value problem can be solved, 

it is necessary to know just what is meant by a solution. 

This, of course, will depend upon the kind of spaces x(t) 

and y(t) belong to. To bring the problem within the scope 

of our present study, we shall require x(t) and y(t) to 

be elements of two different Linear inner product spaces 

X and Y. Once these spaces have been defined, it becomes 

possible to formulate System VII as an operator system 

much .like those treated in Chapters III and IV. In this
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setting, the solution set of VII will be well defined.

Let S denote the set of real valued sectionally 

continuous functions on [0,1] such that t = -g' is the 

only point at which any member s of S may be discontinuous. 

Two elements Si and S2 of S will be considered the same if 

and only if Si(I) = s2 (t) holds for all values of t on 

[0,1] except possibly at t = ■§•. In view of this defini

tion of equality, we may consider the elements of S to 

be undefined at t = ^. Define the inner product of an 

arbitrary Si and S2 in S by

Then, S is a real linear inner product space. The zero 

element 0 of S is the function which is 0 on [0,1 ] except 

perhaps at t = ^. If an element of S is said to be 

constant on [0,1], its value at t = I is still considered 

to be arbitrary or undefined. The subsets

of S are also real linear inner product spaces with the 

same inner product as S .

For a fixed y in Y, a solution of System VII is any 

element of X which satisfies the second and third condi

tions of that system. In addition, a solution must

a

and

X = { xe S I X 1 ,x"eS] 

Y = {yeS I y'eS)



satisfy the first condition on [0,1] except possibly at 

t = jr. Thus, any solution of System VII must be discon

tinuous at t = -g- whenever 72 does not equal 0..

In the notation of Chapter III, take CL to be the 

operator that maps X into Y by the linear rule

Ox = x'(t).

Since its domain and rule are linear, 0 is a linear oper 

ator.
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Now, designate the linear subset of elements i n .X 

that satisfy the boundary conditions of VII, when they
S

are homogeneous, by

D = {xeX | x(l) - x(0) = 0 and x(i+) - x(4r -) = 0} . 

Consequently, any element of D has a removable discon

tinuity at t = I and may be considered to be contin

uous everywhere on [0,1] since the value of x at I is 

immaterial.

Next, consider the boundary conditions as they 

actually appear. It is readily verified that

Zo
0 ; CEt<i.

2(71 ) t + (Sy2 -'Yi ) i ^<thl
is an element of X that satisfies them both. In fact, 

they are satisfied by every member of z0+D. Every 

element of this set is of the form zQ+d, where d is in D
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and direct substitution confirms that

[Z0 (l)+d(l)] - [z0 (0)+d(0)] = Z0 (I)-Z0 (0) = 7 i  ̂ and 

[zo (i-+)+d(i+) ] - [z0 (•|-)+d(i-) ] = z0 (i+)-Z0 (i-) = 7 2 

hold =

On the other hand, if z is any member of X that ful

fills the boundary conditions of VII, we have

[z(l)-z0 (I)] - [z(0)-zo (0)] = 0, and

[z(-2+)“zo (i+) ] " Cz(I-)-zO Gi") ] = 0.
This means that z-z0 belongs to D. In other words,, z is 

a member of z0+D. Thus, we have established that

Z0+D = { xeX I x(l) -x(0) = 7i and x(i+)-x(I-) = 72) = 
Moreover, this equality remains valid no mater what member 

of the right hand set is put in place of Z0 on the left.

To finish the transformation of System VII into the 

equivalent operator system

III
Ax = y

x e  z0 +D

define A to be the restriction of CL to z0+D. For' the 

purpose of analysing this system and other related con 

cepts, let B designate the restriction of a to D.

For an x in D, x 1 = $ holds if and only if x is 

constant function. Thus, is the set of constant 

functions on [0,1],

a



Let x be anyNow, we shall verify that Ng€N^ is X. 

element of X. Then x is integrahle because of its sec

tional continuity. Thus, x(t) can be written as the sum 

x(t) = x(u) du + [x(t) - J x(u) du]
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where
pi

■ Jq x(u)du is a constant and therefore is in Ng. 

Furthermore, x(t) -J x(u)du is orthogonal to any constant 

function on [0,1 ] and is therefore an element of N^. 

Consequently, X is a subset of N5ON^. In addition, NgON 

is a subset of X. Therefore, ItgON^ is X and Z0+D is a 

subset of NgONg.

Since D is a dense subset of the set L2 [0,1] of 

Lebesgue square integrable functions on [0,1], D is 

certainly dense In X and B has an adjoint operator B*.

The domain of B* is the set

Dg = { yeY J 3weX Vxe D[ (Bx,y) = (x,w) ]} .
To examine D* more closely, let x be any element of D

JD

and y be any element of Y. Then, since x, y, x', and y' 

are integrable as well as continuous for t ^ D ,

(Bx,y) = y(t)x’(t)dt + J  y(t)x'(t)dt
I

y(^-)x(L-) - y(0)x(0) - J 2y'(t)x(t)dt

+ y(l)x(l) - y(L+)x(L+) - ^ y 1 (t)x(t) dt 

[y(l)-y(0) ]x(0) + [y(i-)-y(L+) ]x(i+) + (x,-y' ) .

td 
h
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Assume yi is a fixed element of D*.. There is a 

unique element Wx of X for which

VxeD[(Bx,yx) = (X5W1 )] _

holds. Combining this fact with our previous deter

mination of (Bx,y)5 we obtain

Vx g D[ (xywx+yj ) = (yi (l)-yi (0) )x(0) + (yx (I-)-yi (^+) )x(i+) ]

Note that the set

Ei = (xeD I x(0) = 0 and x(i+) = 0] 

is a dense subset of X since Eb. is dense in L2 [O5I]. 

Purthermore5

VxeEb. [ (X5W1By3;) = 0]
is valid. Thus W1By^5 being orthogonal to a dense subset 

of a linear inner product space, must be zero by Corollary 

1.3. Consequently, we conclude that

VxeD[0 = Cy1 (l)-yx (0))x(0) B (yi (i-)-yx (±+))x(±+) ] 

must hold. Consider an x in D such that x(0) = 0 but 

x(̂ -B) does not. The function X1 (t) = .t2 - t on [0,1] is 

an example of such an element. Since yx is fixed, and

S7I (•§•-) (•§•+) ]xi (•§■+) = o,
we conclude that yx (1-) = ŷ. (IB). Similiarly, using the 

function X2 (t) =' t2 - t B i ,  we obtain Y1 (I) = Yi(O). 

Thus,

D* c (yeY | y(i-) = y(lB) and y(l) = y(0)j .
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If y2 Is choosen in Y so that y2 (I) = y2 (0) and 

Ys (&+) = Ya (i“), then
VxeDf(Bx^y2 ) = (x,-yj) ]

is true. Thus, y2 is in D* and. we conclude that

Dg = {yeY I y(t-) = y(D+) and y(l) = y(0)> . 

Furthermore, for any y in Dg,

B*y = -y'.

If y is in Ng, -y1 = 0, and y must be a constant 

function except perhaps at t = D . Therefore, Ng is the 

set of constant functions on [0 ,1 ].
Let y be any element of Y. Then,

y(t) = [y(t) - P y(u)du] + P y(u)duvn vo
where V1O
function

y(u)du is in Ng. Observe further that the

x(t)
pi piy(u) du - t y(u) du

is a function in D. Consequently,
pi

Bx = X 1 (t) = y (t) - y(u) duVQ
is in Kg. From Theorem A.4, we may conclude that R^OR^, 

which is RgONg, equals Y since we have shown that Y is a 

subset of RgOR^.

In view of the nature of K^, System VI reduces to
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VIII

x' (t) - y(t) = c 

]?]f = 0 
x(l) - x(x0) = 7i 

_x(i+) - x(i-) = 72 
where Q is some real constant which we have yet to deter

mine. We know that this system has a unique solution 

whenever y is in Az0+ = Y "by Theorem 4.1 if c is

choosen to be some real number.

We shall begin to solve System VIII by integrating 

its first equation remembering that x may be discontinuous 

at t = A . We" obtain

x(t)
x(0 ) + ct + y(u)du 0£t<i

I -g-c tsjl_%(&+) + c(t-i) + J1 y(u)du
2

Requiring that the third and fourth equalities of System

VIII shall hold, we obtain
x (I) - x(0 ) = x(l+) + ± c' + J^y(U)du - x(0 ) = 7%

" y(u)du = 7s%and x(l+) - x(l-) = x(l+) - x(0 ) - I c 

Upon subtracting these two equalities we find that

c = Yi- 7 2 - r y(u)du 
and consequently that

x(i+) = ̂ Yi+ ̂ Ya+ if2y(u)du -Ify(U)Uulx(O).
v O

Thus, only x(0) remains to be determined.

Now impose the condition P^x = 0. This requires
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x to be in That is 5 x must be orthogonal to a con-
pistant function and therefore, x(t)dt must be zero. But,i_ Jo

x(t)dt = f2 [x(0 ) + ct + ^y(u)du]d.t
tjO ^ , lO

+ C [%(&+) + c(t-i) + Cty(u)du]dt
°2 . 0Z■ pi-= ^x(O) + sc + J (|-u)y(u)du

+ ix(i+) + + [ (l-u)y(u)du.

Upon substituting c and x(i+) into this expression, we 

obtain ■

r1x(t)dt = x(0) + iyi + f1 (i-u)y(u)duUQ UQ
which must equal zero. Thus,
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x(0 ) -*7i- (i-u)y(u)d.u

and x(i+) = !72+ q uy(u) du. - ^  y(u) du.

Using these values of x(0) and x(l+), we may write the 

unique solution x = A*y of System VIII. Our final result 

is that for every y in Y,

A*y = m(.t) - I71+ (u-i)y(u)du +

+ [71 - 72 -
where m(t) is the step function

O

4<tsi.

p i  p ̂
y(u)du]t + y(u)du

UO

m(t)
Ost<i

,72 5 2

This is the "best" approximate solution of System VII in 

the sense illustrated, by Theorem 4.13.



CHAPTER VI
TOPICS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This thesis lays the theoretical foundation for the 

study of generalized, inverses of certain nonlinear 

operators. There are many questions arising from this 

work which have been left unanswered. Several of .them 

are listed in this chapter as possible topics for future 

research.

Question 1_: Let X and Y be linear inner product spaces.

Given a linear operator G from X into Y j and the restric

tion B of G to a linear subset D of X j how can R^ be 

determined in a particular problem?

Usually the range of B j and its orthogonal comple

ment , will be difficult to find. Consequently, a system 

like VI may be hard to solve in practice. However, if D 

is dense in X, R^ equals Hg by Theorem A.4. So the 

problem of determining R^ reduces to that of finding 

the null space of the adjoint operator B* corresponding 

to B. In general, null spaces are easier to find then 

range spaces. However, if D is not dense in X, B* is

undefined.
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Question 2_: Given a "boundary value problem involving

a differential operator condition and related nonhomoge

ne ous "boundary conditions, D is always chosen so that its 

members satisfy the corresponding homogeneous boundary 

conditions. How is zQ to be chosen in a given problem?

When considering a boundary value problem, Z0 may 
be chosen as any function in X which satisfies the non

homogene ous boundary conditions provided these conditions 

admit of a solution. This is illustrated by the example 

of Chapter Y. If no function of X satisfies the boundary 

conditions, it is possible to treat the boundary conditions 

as a linear operator condition. A "best" approximate 

solution of this operator condition could then be taken as 

our z0 .

Question 3.: In any particular problem, how do we select 

spaces X and Y, and their corresponding inner products, 

so that our "best" approximate solution is optimal in 

some a priori practical sense?

Beginning with a given problem it is conceivable 

that different "best" approximate solutions might be
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obtained by choosing different spaces X and Y 5 or by 

using alternative inner products. Which "best" approximate 

solution really is best?

Question 4_: How may System I be modified so that its

solutions may be more useful in examining System IIIj, or 

some other related system?

Rather then consider System I3 we could, consider 

a system of the type

"Gx - y e M 

x e W

where M and N are subsets of Y and X j respectively. Is it 

possible to select M and. W so as to improve upon the 

"best" approximate solutions of System IIIj or for other 

useful purposes?

Question 5: Suppose CL13CI23' ̂ 3CLn are linear operators
defined on X into Y. Define B1 to be the restriction

of Ci to a linear set D and B . , to be the restriction x o I
of a., to the set N12 for j = 1,2 5 . ,w . ̂“r I -Dj
simultaneous operator-' system

Then, form the
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~anyi - 6

nn

axx - Yi e id

x e z0+ D.

With this system we may associate the related system

GiX = yi
x e z0+ Do

In what sense, if any, do the solutions of the first 

system provide "best" approximate solutions of the latter 

system?



APPENDIX A

PROPERTIES OF SETS

At several points in the main body of this thesis, 

we have used a few of the better known properties of sets. 
This appendix contains statements and. proofs of those 

results that were taken for granted earlier.

THEOREM A.I : Let D be a subset of a normed linear space * (i)

X . Then

(i) D is a closed subset of X

(ii) if D is linear then D is linear.

PROOF(i): The limit of any convergent sequence of elements

in D belongs to X 0 Thus, D is a subset of X. To prove 

that D is closed we shall establish that every convergent 

sequence of elements in D converges to a member of D.

Let { d%) be any convergent sequence of points in D. 
Its limit must be a point X0 in X. For any particular 

positive integer n , there exists a sequence [a&] of points 

in D which converges to d%, because d% is an element of D. 

Hence, for some integer , || d%- a& ||<Vn for all k>kx .

Choose one of these terms a& and lalpel it b%. Using the 

axiom of choice, form a sequence {bK} in D for which



Ildn - bn Il < 1Zn c We shall demonstrate that the sequence 

{bn] converges to X0 thereby establishing that X0 is. an 

element of D.

Since {-Ira j converges to X0 given any e greater 
than zero there exists a positive integer n z such that, 

for every n greater than n z , ]] X0 - || < 6Za . On the

other hand, Hdn - bn |j < 1A < gZs for every » greater than 

2/eo Let »2 be an integer greater than the maximum of 
n z and 2/e. Then, for all integers n greater than nx , 

the following relations are true.

Il %o- Kn Il s Il X0 - 6n || + || bn I)

< Vs + 1A
< =/2 + =/2 = e.

Consequently,.the sequence {bn] converges to X0 and D 

is closed.I

PROOF(ii): Assume that D is a linear subset of X. Let

a and c be elements of D, and a,P members of the field.

By the definition of closure, there are sequences { 

and { C11) of elements in D which converge to a and c, 

respectively. ..Since D is linear, { a % +  p en} i/S also a 

sequence in D. Familiar properties of sequences ensure 

that {aa%+ pcn} has the limit aa + pc. Hence, eta + pb
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THEOREM A.2 : Let D be a subset of a linear inner product

space X. Then,

(i) D1 is a closed linear subset of X
(il) (D)-L = D1
(ill) (D1 )"L = D if D is linear and X complete.

PRODF(I): By definition, D1 is a subset of X. To prove

that D1 is linear, consider arbitrary elements P1 and p2 
of D1 and any members a and P of the field. For every 

element d of D, we have

(aPx+PPsjd) = a (P1 , d) + p ( p 2 ,d)
= 0 .

Of course, (d,api+ Pp2 ) = 0 as well. Thus, Ctp1 + Pp2 is 

also an element of D1 and Dl is. linear.
To show that Dj" is a closed subset of X, consider 

any convergent sequence (p^) of elements in D , and let 

the element pQ of X be the limit of this sequence. Then, 

due to the continuity of the inner product, the- following 

equalities hold for each element d of D.

is an element of D and D Is linear.



Tl
(Po ̂ .) = (11m P„ 5d)

n-̂ oo

= Iim (pnad) 
n-*x>

= 0
Thus Po is an element of Pl and we conclude that D1 is 
closed.D

PROOF(Ii) : It is easy to verify that (D)-1 is a subset of
U1. For, if p is orthogonal to D, then p is orthogonal 

to D since D is a subset of D.

To complete the proof of (ii) we next demonstrate 

that D1 is a subset of (D)"1. Assume p and X0 are arbitrary 

elements of D1 and D, respectively. Then, by the 

definition of the closure of D, there is a sequence { d%) 

of points in D which converges to X0 . Because of the 

continuity of the inner product, and the orthogonality 

of p to D, the following equalities hold.

(P,Xo) = (PAim d%)
n-*co

= Iim (p,d%) 
n-*co

= 0
Since X0 was an arbitrary element of D, we conclude that 

p is orthogonal to D. Therefore, B1' is a subset of (D)-lJ
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From (I)5 U1" is closed; consequently (Er) = Er1.

On the other hand, (D)"1" = ET1 by (ii). Hence, no ambiguity 

results from writing Er1 instead of (D1) or (D)"1 .

PROOF(ill): Let d be an element of D. Then

VpeD1 [ (p,d) = 0].

Thus, d is an element of (D1 ̂  = (D1 )"L by (ii). There

fore, D is a subset of (Er1)-1 whether or not D is linear
or X complete.

To prove that (Er1)"1 is a subset of D, assume now 
that D is linear. Then, D is a closed linear subset of 

X by Theorem A.I. Under the further assumption that X is 

complete. Theorem 2.2 ensures that X = DOD1 = DOD1. But, 

we also have X = ETlO(Etl)"1". Let x be any element of the 
linear subset (D1)"1". This element can be expressed as 

x = X1+ x2, where X1 is an element of D and Xz is an 

element of D1. Since D is a subset of (Er1")'1, X1 is an

element of (Er1)"1 and so is X2= x - X1 . But X2= x - X1 .
is also an element of D1 . Therefore X2= x - X1 , being 
in the intersection of Er1 and (Er1)"1, is equal to 0. We 

conclude that x = X1 is an element of D so that (D1 )"L is 
a subset of DJ



THEOREM A.3: Let D be a dense subset of a normed linear
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space X and let z0 be any fixed, element of X. Then z0+D 

is dense in X.

PROOF: Let x denote an arbitrary element of X. Then

X - Z 0 is an element of X. There must exist a sequence 

{d^} of points in D which converges to x - z0 (Appen

dix B). The following equalities therefore hold.

Iim(z0+ d%) = z0+ (x - z0)
M-KO

= X.
Thus, { z0+ d%] is a sequence of elements in z0+D which 

converges to x. Consequently, z0+D is dense in X J

THEOREM A.4 : Let D be a dense linear subset of a linear

inner product space X and assume B is a linear operator 

defined on D into a linear inner product space Y. Then 

the orthogonal complement of the range of B is equal to 

the null space of the adjoint of B. That is, R^ = N*„

PROOF: The operator B is defined on the dense subset D

of Xo Therefore, the adjoint of B exists and N* is 

defined. Let y be an element of N*. That is, B*y = <E>.

To prove that y is orthogonal to Rfi, let d be any element
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(Bd,y) = (d,B*y)

=

= 0
since d is in the domain of B and y is in the domain of B*. 

Thus5 y is an element of
To prove is a subset of Ng5 assume y is an ele

ment of Rg. ¥e must prove y is an element of Ng. For 

every d in D 5 we have
(Bd5y) = 0 = (d5<t) c

Thus5 y is in the domain of B* and B*y = 0. Therefore5 
y is an element of Ngd

of D. Then Bd is an arbitrary element of Rg and



APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS

The intent of this appendix5 as well as of Appendix 

A 5 is to render this study more nearly self-contained. 
Thus5 the material presented here contains all the ideas 
which underlie, and are essential to5 a full understanding 
of the subject matter treated in this thesis.

LINEAR SPACE: A nonempty set X of elements (or points) is

said to be a linear space over a field F if and only if

I A binary operation + and an equivalence rela

tion = are defined on X.

II Multiplication of members of X by elements of 

F is defined so that VaeF5XeX [axeX ].

III The following postulates hold:

(1) Vv5w 5xeX[v+(w+x) = (v+w)+x]
(2) 3$eX VxeX[x-K$> = x]
(3) VxeX 3 -xeX[x+(-x) = $}
(4) VvyweX [v+w = w+v]

(5) Vae F 5 v5 we X [a (v+w) = av + aw]
(6 ) Va 5PeF5xeX [(a+p)x = ax + px]
(7) Va,PeF5XeX[a (Px) = (ap)x]

(8 ) VxeX [lx = x]



where I is the identity element of F under multiplication.

The observant reader will have already noticed in 

(6 ) that two operations have been denoted by the single 

symbol +. As an immediate theorem we have that

VxeX[Ox = <E> ].

is true, where 0 is the additive identity of F. Since X 

is an abelian group under +, the element called the 

zero element of X, whose existance is guaranteed, by (2), 

is unique.

When the field F is the real numbers, the linear 

space X is called a real linear Space. When the field 

F is the complex numbers, the linear space X is called 

a complex linear space.

NORM: Let a real-valued function be defined on a real

or complex linear space X. Designate the value of the 

function at an element x of X by |]x || . It is customary 

to refer to the function as the norm of the space X and to 

II x I) as the norm of x. We further require that for every 

w and x in X and a in the field F, the following four 

conditions are satisfied:

(i) Il=: o
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(2) Il x H = O if and only if x = 0

where <$> is the zero of X

(3) Il w + x Il 5 ]] w Il + |] x I)
(4) Il ax I) = |a I 11 x ||

where |a | is the absolute value of 

a in case F is the real numbers5 
and is the modulus of a in case F 

is the complex numbers.

FORMED LIFEAR SPACE: Given a linear space X on which a

norm is defined, define the distance between two elements 

w and x of X by ]] w - x|| . The space X then becomes a 

normed linear space, that is to say, a linear space on 

which both a norm and distance are defined.

COFVERGEFCE OF A SEQUEFCE: A sequence ( d̂ } of points in

a subset D of a normed linear space X. is said to converge 

if and only if it is true that

3 XoGX Ve>0 3 pos. int F Vn>F[ |] Xo || <e ].

This being the case, Xo is called the limit of the se

quence C .
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CLOSURE: Let D be a subset of a normed linear space X.

The closure of D, denoted, by Dj is the set of all limits 

of convergent sequences of points in D.

CLOSED SET: A subset M of a normed linear space X is

closed if and. only if every convergent sequence of points 

in M converges to a point of M.

Note that if D is a subset of X 5 the limit of any 
convergent sequence of elements in D belongs to X. Thus5 
D is a subset of X. MoreoVer5 D is closed (Theorem A d ) . 

For any closed set M we have M = M .

DENSE: A subset D of a normed linear space X is said to

be dense in X (or a dense subset of X) if and only if D 

is X.

An equivalent difinition of denseness is: D is dense 

in X if and only if every point of X is the limit of some 

sequence of points in D.

Thus5 D is dense in X if and only if D is a subset 
of X and. VxeX Ve>0 3deD[ ]] x-d || < e] holds.
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COMPLETE: A normed linear space is said to be complete

if and only if for every sequence of points { Xn] in X with 

the property that

Ve>0 Bpos int N 'in ,^>N[ ]] Xn - X ji, || <  e],  

it is true that

3xeX Ve>0 3pos int N V^>N[ ]] x-x^ || <e].

In other words, every Cauchy sequence in X converges to 

a point of X.

REAL LINEAR INNER PRODUCT SPACE: A real linear space X

is called a real linear inner product space if and only 

if to any elements w and x in X, there corresponds a real 

number, denoted by (w,x), called the real inner product of 

w and x. In addition, for every v, w, and x in X, and 

for all real numbers a and p , we require:

(1) (x,av + pw) =a(x,v) + p (x,w)

(2) (v ,w ) = (w,v)

(3) (x,%) m 0
(4) (x,x) = 0  if and only if x = 4>.

COMPT.EX LINEAR INNER PRODUCT SPACE: ' A complex linear 

space X is called a complex linear inner product space 

if and only if to any elements w and x in X there corre-
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spends a complex number, denoted by (w,x), called the 

complex Inner product of w and x. What Is more, for every 

v, w, and. x In X, and. for a and p arbitrary complex 

numbers, we require that:

(1) (av + Pw,x) = a(v,x) + p (w,x)

(2 ) (v,w) = (w,v)

(3) (%,x) m o
(4) (x,x) = 0  if and only if x = 5> 

where (w,y) indicates the complex conjugate of (w,v).

From (I) and (2), it follows that:

(5) (x,av + p w) = a(x,v) + p(x,w).

Because of property (I), the complex inner product is said 

to be linear in the first coordinate. To characterize the 

appearance of complex conjugates in (5), the inner product 
is said to be antilinear in the second coordinate. Note 

that the real-inner product is linear in both coordinates, 

whereas the complex inner product is not. In dealing 

with either of these inner products, the statement
VxeX[(x,$) = 0]

holds because (x,$) = (x,0$) = 0 (x,$) = 0 .
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NORM GENERATED BY AN INNER PRODUCT: For X a linear inner

J

product space (either real or complex) the inner product 

norm is defined by ]] x || = y'(x^x) for every x in X.

An important property of an inner prod/uct is that 

when one of its coordinates is held fixed, the inner 

product.is a continuous function of the other coordinate. 

This becomes apparent when it is perceived that for every 

x, y, and z in X, the relations

|(x,y) - (x ,z)| = |(x,y-z)]

 ̂Il x H 11 Y-z Il
hold due to the antilinearity of the inner product and 

Schwarz’s inequality.. The difference |(y,x) - (z,x)| 

may be handled similarly.

ORTHOGONALITY BETWEEN ELEMENTS: If x and y are elements

of a linear inner product space .X, then x and y are said 

to be orthogonal if and only if (x,y) = 0 .

Note that' (x,y) = 0  if and only if (y,x) = 0.

As has already been pointed out, <$> is orthogonal to every 

element of X.
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ORTHOGONALITY BETWEEN AN ELEMENT AND A SET: If D is a

subset of a linear inner product space X 5 and x is a fixed 
element of X j then x is said to be orthogonal to D if 

and only if VdeD[(d,x) = 0] holds.

MUTUAL ORTHOGONALITY OF SETS: If D and G are subsets of

a linear inner product space X j then D and G are said to 

be mutually orthogonal if and only if

VdeD,geG[(d,g) = 0]
is true.

SUMS OF SETS: If D and G are subsets of a linear space

X 5 then the notation D + G denotes the set { d+g | deD5geG} 
and is called the sum of D and G. Another notation for 

this set is given by D+G = { xeX | 3 deD 5ge G [x=d+g]} .

TRANSLATION OF A SET: If D is a subset of a linear space 

X 5 and z0 is a fixed element of X 5 then we write Z0TD5 
instead of { Z0} +D5 to denote the set {z0+d| deD} . More 

specifically, Z0+D = {xeX | 3 deD[X=Z0Td.]) . In particular.

0+D = D.
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DIRECT SUM: Let D and G be linear subsets of a linear

inner product space X. Then D+G is called, a direct sum, 

denoted by D©G, if and only if D and. G are mutually 

orthogonal.

Given that D and. G are mutually orthogonal, both 

Vxe DnG[(x,x) = 0]

and VxeX[(x,x) = 0 iff x = 0 ]

hold. It follows that DflG = {<£>}. It is the linearity

of D and. G that guarantees $ is in their intersection.

If either D or G is not linear, their direct sum is not 

defined.

ORTHOGONAL COMPLEMENT: Let D be. a subset of a linear

inner product space X„ The set

Etl = {xeX I x is orthogonal to D} 

is called the orthogonal complement of D relative to X.

Once the embedding space X is clearly understood, 

it is customary to simply refer to Dl as the orthogonal 

complement of D. Some important properties of D1 are 
given by Theorem A„2 and are repeated here for convenience.



(i) Er1" is a closed linear subset of X

(ii) (D)-1 = D1
(iii) (D1)-1 = D if D is linear and X complete.

In view of (i) and (ii), the notation D1 is not ambiguous 
since (D)"1 = (Er1).

If D is linear, it .is possible to form the direct 

sum EKBET1. Of course,. DOEr1 is also linear. Moreover, D 

and Er1 are nonempty subsets of DOEr1 containing $ as an

84

element 0
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